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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE PROVIDENCE POINT UMBRELLA ASSOCIATION 

FEBRUARY 27, 2007  

I. CALL TO ORDER 
  The meeting was called to order at 1:30 p.m. by President Preston Smith. 
 
II. QUORUM 
  Directors present, confirming a quorum: 
  Lonnie Davey, Paul Brogan, Laurie Dumouchel, Fred Foster, Ruth Perluss, George  
  Boyko, Bruce Meyers, Jamie Jo McInerney, Susan Kliavkoff, and Sam McQueen.   
  Doug Hendel was excused absent. 
 
  Officers present:  Preston Smith – President, Bruce Meyers – Vice President, Vi Green  
  – Treasurer and Joán See – Secretary. 
  Community Manager, Ewert Hilgemann was present. 
 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
  Motion was made, seconded and carried to accept the minutes of the January 23, 2007  
  regular meeting as presented. 
 
IV. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

  Preston welcomed the three new members of the Umbrella Board of Directors, Fred  
  Foster of Forest Village, Susan Kliavkoff of Washington Village and Lonnie Davey of  
  Center Village. 
 
  Preston asked the Board and the residents in the audience to be understanding of   
  his lack of knowledge of Robert’s Rules of Order.  He also explained that his   
  occasional coughing is caused by a non-contagious sinus condition.  Shirley Hilgemann  
  had sent a thank you note in appreciation of the gift of an evening at the Herb Farm in  
  appreciation of her long and diligent volunteer work in the PMO. 
 
  Bruce Meyers reported on the Pet Committee’s work.  He said they looked at the broad  
  spectrum of pet issues and concluded that “our pet situation is in very good shape.   
  Our pet rules are in place and no new rules are needed.”  He summarized the research  
  and conclusions that the committee set down in the “Final Report to Umbrella Board,  
  Providence Point Ad Hoc Pet Committee, December, 2006”, a copy of which has been  
  provided to all Board members.  (Attachment 1). 
 
   The Board voted unanimously to accept the recommendations  
   of the Pet Committee’s  final report. 
 
  The invitation to a complimentary dinner and presentation by Craig Baker at Bake’s  
  Place on March 8 has been cancelled to avoid the appearance of impropriety or unethical  
  action.  Instead, a special open Board meeting will be called soon to hear Craig Baker’s  
  presentation. 
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V. TREASURER’S REPORT 
  Vi Green thanked residents in the audience for their attendance and invited them to  
  attend the monthly Budget and Finance (B&F) Committee meetings on the third Thursday 
  of every month.  The B&F Committee met for the first time this year with the new  
  members.  Vi encouraged residents to E-mail questions to her or Joon Chang, Director of  
  Finance. 
    
  The Committee approved the December 2006 minutes and reviewed the December 2006 
  Financial Statement. The final Financial Statement for 2006 has been compiled and will be 
  turned over to auditors.  After auditing, a final Financial Statement for 2006 will be issued.  
  Once audit is complete, the surplus funds will be transferred to the Reserve.  Review of the 
  January 2007 Financial Statement showed very little activity.  The Variance Report showed 
  under budget items were staff salaries, payroll taxes and health insurance because the PMO 
  is still not fully staffed.  Fire alarm monitoring is also slightly under budget.  There was an 
  increase in interest income because we are getting a better interest rate than planned.  There 
  were no major overruns in the operating budget.   
 
  Re-appropriation of funds for Clubhouse doors and lighting at the North Community  
  Building will be addressed today under New Business.  
 
  In February and March the B&F Committee meetings will be held the Thursday before the 
  Umbrella Board meeting.  Next month’s B&F Committee meeting will be on March 22. 
 
  Director Ruth Perluss questioned what the specific projects were under the Grounds,  
  Specific Projects budget line item for $90,500. Ewert responded that a detailed report  
  of this nature can be provided to Umbrella Board members with their next financial  
  package.  He provided details for these specific projects:  Plant renovation - $30,000,  
  beauty bark- $21,000, irrigation maintenance - $5,000, tree removal - $10,000, common  
  area pests - $3,365, sidewalks and streets - $15,000, snow removal - $2,000, street signs – 
  $2,000, pea patch - $2,000, totaling $90.500.   
 
VI. COMMUNITY MANAGER’S REPORT 
  Joon Chang, Director of Finance, reported on the damage from the December 2006 wind 
  storm and resultant insurance claims.  He said that work with Farmers Insurance on this  
  claim has gone very well.  Total windstorm damage amounts to about $100,000.  Insured  
  damages reported to date total $65,000.  Uninsured damages are about $30,000, ($15,000  
  for removal of trees which have caused no damage to buildings or other properties and  
  $15,000 for perimeter fence repairs.)  Two villages are requesting reimbursement for repair 
  of internal fences, but Farmers responded that internal fences are not covered at all. 
 
  The insured claims were for structural damage to three buildings for about $10,000, (two  
  of which had major damage), roof /shingle repair for about $34,000, tree removal for  
  $6,500, window repair for $1,500,   Reported damages were $65,000, less $5,000   
  deductible, so we received $60,000 from Farmers Insurance.  There are some additional  
  reported damages to roofs and gutters which might amount to another $10,000 to $15,000.  
  Hopefully we would also be reimbursed for repairs when reported, without any further  
  deductible required. 
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  Scott Willbrandt, Facilities Manager, reported on work orders and status of the Facilities 
  Department.  The number of open work orders (208) have diminished tremendously –  
  down from 500 during the middle of 2006.  There is almost a full staff on board – two  
  maintenance techs have been hired.  Gary Luders will start on March 1.  Lisa Robertson,  
  the Maintenance Scheduler/Coordinator, is doing an excellent job getting work orders  
  closed on time. The remaining open position, Facilities Assistant, has had few applicants, 
  and is still not filled. 
 
   Status of the Clubhouse door projects - This project was previously scheduled to be 
  completed in 2006.  Last year $18,000 was requested to replace the doors in the Clubhouse 
  pool area.  It was not possible to reuse the door hardware as previously planned, therefore 
  an additional $1,420.80 is needed to purchase new door hardware.  Today under New  
  Business the B&F Committee’s recommendation to re-appropriate $20,000 of 2007  
  Reserve funds for the Clubhouse door project will be addressed 
 
   Status of the Lighting Upgrade to the North Community Building - This project  
  consists of commercial lighting on the north side of the building and an upgrade of the  
  landscape lighting on the south side of the parking lot.  This work is being done by our own 
  maintenance staff.  The amount of $5,000 is being requested to complete this project.   
  Because this amount is large enough to be considered a capital improvement, operating  
  funds cannot be used.  Today under New Business the Umbrella Board will be asked to  
  appropriate $5,000 of 2007 Reserve funds for this project because it was not included in  
  previously approved 2007 budget. 
 
  Ewert Hilgemann, Community Manager 
 
   Report on Projects - There are a great many projects for both Villages and Umbrella 
  to be completed in 2007.  Scott is working on a work plan for the year which will list all the 
  projects, budget, and variances.  The final project work plan will be provided to Umbrella 
  Board members next month. 
 
   Long Range Planning Committee Status Report - Ewert introduced the members of 
  the Long Range Planning Committee.  They are Ewert Hilgemann, Rebecca Mudgett –  
  Center, Preston Smith – Forest, Chuck Bomgren – Garden, Wayne Hunsberger – Garden, 
  Lloyd Spencer – Highland, Glenn Buckholt –Hilltop, Jamie Jo McInerney – Meadow, and 
  Fay Helmon and Fran Rockwell from Washington. 
 

 Ewert summarized his report, which was included in the packet of information 
provided to the Umbrella Board members.  The summary included the Long Range 
Planning Committee’s accomplishments and identification of four of high priority issues.  
These four high priority issues are: restriction and policy on rental units, grounds 
renovation and maintenance, Providence Point marketing and internal communication, and 
Bake”s Place.  Details of the Community Manager’s report are included in his written 
summary – (Attachment 2). 
   
There was some discussion regarding makeup of the committee.  An opinion was expressed 
that every effort should be made to have both men and women represented and to rotate 
membership every two years.  
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 In Attachment F to AR 5, it was agreed to delete the words “with a desire to”
 and insert “have” to read “….chosen by the Chair and have each Village 
 

VII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS – None 

represented..” 
 
   Ewert explained about items be addressed in New Business.  The revisions to PR-8, 
  Rules and Regulations for Use of Common Facilities added 6 or 7 entirely new items  
  to the rules. Due to the complicated nature of the revisions a “red lined” version was not  
  prepared. As to the CCR Amendment to Restrict Unit Rentals, currently all restrictions are 
  in Village CCRs only.  Some delegation from Villages would be needed to make these  
  amendments to the Umbrella CCRs applicable. 
 
RECESS 
 President, Preston Smith clarified item #17 in the General Rules and Regulations for All Common 
 Facilities (PR 8-3):  He said that the suggested revision was mistakenly thought to eliminate Bible 
 Study led by residents.  That is not the intent.   Rule #17 will be revised to say, “Religious worship 
 meetings will be permitted in Common Facilities only if sponsored by residents and attended 
 predominately by residents.” 
 
 Residents were encouraged to comment or ask questions during the Recess. 
 
 Bob and Joan Norris of Hilltop Village and Ruth Chappelle of Center Village voiced support 
 for approval of PR-8, Rules and Regulations for Use of Common Facilities. 
 
 Laurine Schneider questioned who would be able to vote on the CCR amendments. Answer – 
 whatever name is on the deed as owner. 
  
 Alex Dow proposed a “Smoke-Free Language for CCRs for Condominium…”  (Attachment 3). 
  
 Jan Elmore questioned what kind of penalties will be applied to individuals who do not abide by 
 the rules for Common Facilities, and who will enforce them.  The answer:  Deposits may be 
 forfeited and the offender’s future use of Common Facilities may be restricted. 
 
 Another resident (name unknown) asked when an updated version of the CCRs would be 
 available.  Ewert answered that changes have not occurred since 1991, and versions available are 
 the current ones.   
 

 
VIII. NEW BUSINESS 

A. A motion to re-appropriate $20,000 of Reserve funds for replacement of pool room 
doors was made, seconded, and unanimously passed. 

  
B. A motion to appropriate $5,000 for North Community Building exterior lighting 

improvements was made, seconded, and unanimously passed. 
 

C. Before passing the resolution regarding the Long Range Planning Committee charter, a 
suggested revision to Attachment F, AR-5 was agreed upon.  In the last paragraph, the 
words “with a desire to” shall be deleted and the word “have” inserted, to read 
“….will be chosen by the Chair and have each Village represented, …..”.  
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 The following resolution was moved, seconded and unanimously passed.  (Attachment 4.) 
  
  Resolved, February 27, 2007:  The Long Range Planning Committee is to be  
  established as a Special Committee under Administrative Resolution No. 5.  Its  
  responsibilities and manner of operation are to be as presented to the Board on this 
  date and set forth in the minutes of this meeting. 

 
D. Discussion of Rental Unit Restrictions preceded the vote on the resolution.  A question 

was raised as to what is the status of a roommate?  Clarification stated that to be called 
a “rental” there must be a lease agreement – no lease agreement, then there is no 
“rental”.  Our CCRs still state a guest cannot visit more than 30 days during a year.  
Preston explained that most of the rules stated in the “CCR Amendment to Restrict 
Rentals” (Attachment 5) were established to discourage investors. They are stated as a 
starting point for submittal to an attorney, who would draft CCRs reflecting those rules 
which were appropriate along with his rational for doing so.  He concluded that 
presently there is no problem with rentals in Providence Point, but we are taking this 
action to prevent a takeover by opportunistic investors which degrades property values.  
Preston suggested that while attorneys are drafting this rental restriction CCR, we will 
dig out case histories of detrimental effects of excessive rentals on condominiums or 
retirement communities.   

 
 Response to another comment was that we can request the attorneys to address the 

issue of grandfathering. 
 
   The following resolution was moved, seconded, and unanimously passed.  
 
   Resolved February 27, 2007:  The Property Management Office shall engage a law 
   firm to draft CCR amendment documents incorporating, as far as possible, the  
   rental restrictions proposed by the Long Range Planning Committee.  The   
   amendment documents shall then be presented for Board approval prior to being  
   submitted to a vote by all unit owners. 
        

E. Proposal to amend PR 8, Use of Common Facilities was the next item put before the 
Board for discussion and approval.  The Board members were provided with copies of a 
statement of the purpose of these rules, the proposed resolution, and a complete copy of 
the amended draft of PR 8, (both general and specific rules for all the Common 
Facilities.)  Discussion followed this introductory remark. 

 
  1.  Changes to #17 of General Rules on page PR 8-3 were agreed to read as follows. 
   Religious worship meetings will be permitted in Common Facilities 
   only if sponsored by residents and  attended predominately by   
   residents. 
 

2. The following change to the first paragraph on page PR 8-1 was agreed to: 
 Delete the last for words of the paragraph “and Recreational Vehicle 
 Parking.” 
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3. The question about item #8 on PR 8-2 was, “What is the purpose of not  
 accepting loans?  Preston explained that this is to avoid conflict between the 
 Umbrella Association and owner of loaned equipment which might 
 disappear (be “taken back”).  The difference between a loan and a gift is that 
 a gift doesn’t have to be returned, a loan does. 

 
4. The question about item #11 on PR 8-2 was, “What is the purpose of the second 

 sentence about special recognition to contributing individuals by means of a 
 letter of recognition?  Preston explained that the intent is to disallow 
 individual names being applied to Common Facility buildings or rooms as 
 recognition. 

 
5. The following change to item #7 in PR 8-2 was agreed to: 
 Delete the words “animals are for the use of vision and hearing impaired 
 individuals” and substitute “they are service animals”. 
 
6. The following addition to item #12 in PR 8-3 was agreed to: 
 Add, “Attendance should be open to all residents.”  
 
7. The following addition to item #14 on PR 8-3 was agreed to: 
 Add, “See rules and regulations for specific Common Facilities for 
 definition of deposits. 
 
8. The following addition to item #18 in PR 8-3 was agreed to: 
 Delete “but only in Collin Hall.”  
 
9. A question about item #18 in PR 8-3 was asked.  “Should not someone teaching  

 at the pool, charging $5.00 a day, be considered a business for profit, in 
 conflict with this rule #18?  Or this could be applied to a Travel Agency 
 putting on a show for residents?  The word prohibited should be replaced 
 with restricted.”  Bruce Meyers responded that, in his opinion, such things 
 as noted above are providing a service and are considered one of the 
 amenities of Providence Point.  It was decided to make no change.  

 
10. The question about item #21 in RR 8-3 referred to the fact that required liquor 

 licenses were not mentioned.  Because such legal requirements are covered 
 in the condominium laws of the state, no change or addition will be made 
 here. 

 
11. The following change PR 8-A-1, Clubhouse Rules was agreed to: 

    In the paragraph starting “In emergency”, delete ADT and substitute  
    emergency pull.  Ewert suggested making this a global change 
    throughout the PRs.  
 

12. In PR 8-A-2, it was agreed that the on the Clubhouse Application Contract the 
 bolded statement (Provide Guest List to Security) be revised to state 
 (Provide Non-resident

 
 Guest List to Security). 
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13. A comment referring to PR 8-A-1, the ninth paragraph and PR 8-H-1, item #2 
 suggests that the parking problem at the Clubhouse has not been addressed 
 as it has been at Town Hall or the North Community Building.  Preston 
 clarified that it is the responsibility of the event sponsors to supervise 
 parking at the Clubhouse. 

 
14. A question was asked about item #3, page PR 8-I-1, Cleanup at the North and 

 South Community Buildings.  “Who is responsible to replace tables and 
 chairs to their storage position after social and village events in these 
 buildings?”  Clarification was that renters must replace all furniture to its 
 proper storage position.  Village residents, after their events, do not need to 
 restore furniture – Maintenance personnel will do that.  

 
15. After surviving a three hour meeting Director Ruth Perluss made the following 

 motion, which was seconded and passed with one opposed.  
 

 Move to accept the proposed revisions to PR 8 rules and regulations 
 as is, including the agreed changes. The President is instructed to  
 amend PR 8 accordingly. 

 
F. Resolution to Establish Procedures for Solicitations for Goods and Services 
   Fred Foster presented the following resolution for Board consideration. 

 
In accordance with Article 8, Section 8.1 of the Declaration The Umbrella Board has the right and 
authority to establish rules and regulations pertaining to the provision of goods and services… 
 (and) protecting the Umbrella property…”, and… 
 
In accordance with the foregoing, I offer a motion in the form of a Board Resolution for the PMO  
to develop internal policies and procedures governing their contracting activities and specifically 
including solicitations for goods and services totaling over $5,000, for any need involving 
Umbrella property and, that the solicitations conform to the following: 
 
For each need that is to be solicited from various sources the PMO shall prepare comprehensive 
specifications giving the specifics as to need as well as the qualifications of the provider.  These  
shall be submitted to as many providers so as to receive responses from no less than 3 qualified 
respondents.  The respondents must show qualifications to perform, a current license, references 
indicating where and when similar service had been provided to others, sufficient bonding as 
 required by the type of service, plus cost and schedule information to complete the specified  
work. 
 
Current contracts that have been in effect 2 years or longer will be placed for solicitation in a like  
manner to that described above. 
 
The exception to the multiple vendor requirement will be based upon there being only one source 
 for the product and/or service required; in event the need for due diligence shall still be applicable. 
 

 The motion was seconded.  Discussion followed.   
 
 It was suggested that the requirement to re-compete after 2 years be changed to 3 

years.  This amendment was accepted by the presenter, Fred Foster.  A concern about 
conflict of interest was answered by Fred stating that conflict of interest is covered in 
the Bylaws and state law. 
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 Bruce Meyers noted that passage of this resolution will lay an additional work load on 
the PMO, so the Board should be aware that additional personnel may be required to 
perform these contracting duties and to administer the program.  Preston clarified that 
we are asking the Community Manager to develop these policies and procedures on 
procurement, and that it entails him obtaining any assistance that he deems necessary.  
The policies and procedures must then be brought to the Board for their review and 
approval. 

 
  The resolution to establish procedures for solicitations of goods and services  
  as presented, with amendment, was made, seconded, and passed, with one 

 abstention. 
 

IX. ADJOURNMENT 
  The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.  The next regular meeting of the Board will be  
  held at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 27, 2007 in Collin Hall. 
 
 
 
Joán See, Secretary 
 
 To: Board Members and Officers 
  Village Presidents 
  Committee Chairs 
  Ewert Hilgemann 
  Joon Chang 
  Marie Gordon – PMO, with 5 attachments 
  Scott Willbrandt 
  Library 
  Sales Office 
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